
Polygraph/Faktograph

Polygraph.info and Faktograph.info are fact-checking websites produced by Voice of 

America (VOA)  and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) in English and Russian. 

The websites serve as a resource for verifying the increasing volume of disinformation 

and misinformation being distributed and shared globally. 

VOA and RFE/RL journalists research and analyze quotes, stories, and reports 

distributed by government officials, government-sponsored media and other 

high-profile individuals. The reporters separate fact from fiction, add context, 

and debunk disinformation. Reporters compare statements by politicians or  

officials with the facts, as represented by publicly available statistics or other 

open source materials, as well as analysis and opinion from independent experts.

COVERAGE

Polygraph.info and Faktograph.info report on issues of interest to the Eastern  

European region as well as Russian audiences. Polygraph.info fact checks statements  

on nuclear weapons disputes, regional conflicts (Ukraine and Georgia), Syria, 

North Korea, geopolitical disputes, Russian politics, dissidents, cultural issues, 

fake photos and videos. Faktograf.info focuses on issues related to Russia’s do-

mestic policy, social sphere, labor, employment, as well as demography and ecol-

ogy. Cross-comparisons with other countries provide clarity and a sense of how 
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“ At the end of the day, the  
Russians are engaging in 
information warfare — 
they’re telling lies. And we’re 
confronting them toe-to-toe 
with fact-based, truthful, 
professional journalism.”

– John F. Lansing
USAGM CEO & Director
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Russia’s experience matches up with the modern world. Factograph develops “big  

data” infographics on trending issues such as the return of measles to the world, the  

70th anniversary of NATO, the status of women, and gender equality.

IMPACT

Along with significant growth on the web and on social media, Polygraph has been 

quoted on social media by U.S. embassies and consulates in Eastern Europe as well 

as the U.S. Mission to the EU, the American Foreign Policy Council as well as U.S. 

officials and other experts.

Its content is used regularly by Echo Moskvy, an independent online and radio  

news organization in Russia, Stopfake.org, The Kyiv Post, and the Atlantic Council 

Disinformation Portal. Google News also features Polygraph in their “Fact Check” area.

Factograph.info has been visited more than 650,000 times in the year since the site 

debuted in November 2017.
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